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b) in the event that multiple individual deposits into the Riverbank account had been made in
favour of the same nominated patron. Cage Staff appear to have aggregated the individual
deposits and recorded the value of the aggregated deposits as a credit to the nominated
patron's account when entering the transaction into SYCO;
c)

the aggregated value of the deposits was entered as a 'Transfer Acknowledgment' (TA) amount
in SYCO against the patron's account;

d) Crown Perth's Anti-Money Laundering team (AML team) in the relevant period extracted daily
reports from SYCO and reviewed the deposits into the Riverbank account as recorded on those
reports, such that the AML team's review was of the TA amount as an aggregated figure against
any gaming or other activity undertaken by the patron at Crown Perth, and the review does not
appear to have included a review of any individual underlying deposits or deposit amounts as
there was no indication on the face of the SYCO report that the amount had been aggregated;
and
e)

based on an initial review of Riverbank account transactions, it appears that the majority of
deposits that were subject to the aggregation practice described above occurred between 2013
and late 2016. The specific Riverbank account was closed in or around 3 December 2019.

For context, we confirm that Cage Staff have at all material times received training in relation to
identifying suspicious transactions, and Crown's Perth AML/CTF Program obliged Cage Staff to
monitor transactions related to all accounts for “material abnormal transactions values or other
behaviour which suggest higher than usual ML/TF Risks”.

Upon becoming aware of these matters, we have reiterated to Crown's Cage staff that individual
deposits are to be entered as individual credits against the patron's account (and not as an
aggregated TA amount).

As AUSTRAC is aware. Crown is currently in the process of rolling out Sentinel, Crown's automated
transaction monitoring solution, that has been designed to identify and alert certain money
laundering red flag transactions or patterns of transactions (e.g. third party transactions, large cash
transactions, velocity, average bet increases etc) for review by the AML Team. Importantly, Sentinel
has been designed to be dynamic and configurable such that the rules can be modified as and when
required, particularly when new money laundering typologies are published, change or are
updated. In addition, red flag data and trends from Crown's new Unusual Activity Report//Suspect
Matter Report (SMR) process that records actual SMR cases will be used to inform periodic tuning
exercises and drive Sentinel rule enhancements. This enables Crown to respond to new money
laundering risks as they arise and enhance its transaction monitoring capability.
Next steps

Mr Stokes has continued to engage with Mr Haldane since 13 August 2020 and will continue to
engage with him in respect of the ongoing actions to be taken by Crown Perth in relation to this
matter, including:
a)

progressing a full review of Crown Perth's processes with respect of the recording and auditing
of transactions on Crown Perth's accounts (including seeking any appropriate external review).
In this respect, we do however note that, as recently as 2019, the Crown group engaged an
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